
Fall is my favorite season…I think? It’s easy to embrace a novel 
thing, whatever that thing is. Right now, that thing is crisp evening 
air and a reason to revisit sweaters hiding in a dark closet’s far reaches.  

But fall is more than weather change. Autumn is subtle, nuanced, 
more complex than it, on its yellowing surface, appears. Perhaps that’s 
why it’s the only season that answers to two names. 

Light becomes more precious with each successively shorter day. 

If summer is brash and loud, fall is quiet and reserved. The world 
feels, somehow, a bit emptier than it has recently been. Not in a hope-
less way. Things seem manageable, private, your own to enjoy. The 
crowds are gone, and so is the swelter and the obsession that you’d 
better make every day vacation-special, because everyone else seems 
to be doing so. 

Autumn is composed of a series of rituals. Ideas to which we annu-
ally return. Familiar and affirming touchstones, their collective appeal 
amplified by their absence for more than the first half of each year. 
Tailgates at your alma mater, surrounded by your once-and-still best 
friends. Slow, not-overtly-purposeful walks. Pumpkin pie. 

Spring is ambitious. Summer is celebratory. Fall is reflective, in 
more of a self-satisfied than morose way. In autumn, things are pre-
paring to die, but they’re not dead yet.  Then, Indian Summer inserts 
itself, both unexpectedly and not, and reminds us, mercifully, that 
decline isn’t linear nor unrestrained. 

Spring implies freshness, the promise of something new. Converse-
ly, the rhythms of autumn are richly repetitive: Thanksgiving this year 
will be a lot like Thanksgiving last year, which could be used to predict 
Thanksgiving next year, and so it goes. Eventually, someone doesn’t 
make it to the temporarily-extended table anymore, but soon some-
body else, maybe a graduate from the kids’ corner, takes his place.

“The autumn of his years.” None of the seasons marks time’s in-

evitable passage as recognizably as fall. Autumn, then, is a cocktail 
flavored with both hope and despair. 

In Maya Angelou’s 1971 poem, hope ultimately wins:

Only lovers
see the fall
a signal end to endings
a gruffish gesture alerting
those who will not be alarmed
that we begin to stop
in order to begin
again.

Summer is random, chaotic, subject to violent storms. Fall feels 
routine, unspectacular. Commitments reclaim us and tether us to the 
normalcy of home. 

There is a burst of fire in the fall, a sudden and fleeting explosion of 
gold and ruby, which quickly yields to brown. And there is gray, lots of 
gray. And gray suits me. It’s dignified and flattering and sophisticated; 
yet, in small measure, sad.

Spring inspires dreams. Memories are the treasured currency we 
spend come fall.

 
It’s chilly. I like it. I have blankets and a fuzzy hat. The dark is in-

creasingly evident. But today, and maybe tomorrow – who knows? – is 
an especially vivid blue. 
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